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J.P. Morgan U.S. Sector Rotator 5
Index (Annuity Series)
J.P. Morgan U.S. Sector Rotator 5 Index (Annuity Series), “The Index,”
was created in 2016 as a proprietary, multi-asset-class index for The
Standard. The Index is sponsored by J.P. Morgan, one of the world’s
leading investment banks offering a wide range of products to institutional
investors, distributors, corporations, and private investors. J.P. Morgan is a
proven pioneer of investable indices, demonstrating innovative capabilities
in multiple areas.
In an ever-changing world of economic indicators and indices, this guide
is meant to help interested individuals understand in more detail how The
Index will be calculated.
To learn more about The Index and to see its current value, visit:
http://www.jpmorganindices.com/indices/summary/JPUSSC5A

An Innovative Way to Accumulate Growth
The Index provides access to an innovative, focused investment strategy
that seeks to obtain consistent returns by dynamically* adjusting investment
allocations based on market conditions. The Index is based on the idea
that a static index allocation may not be optimal when market conditions
change. Key features of The Index include:

Targeted Exposure Through Sector Investing: Selecting
the five best-performing U.S. market sectors out of the
ten possible.
Dynamic Allocation: Each month, The Index dynamically
adjusts investment allocations to sector funds that have
recently exhibited the strongest performance.
Risk Management: The Index aims to manage risk and
reduce the potential for large index declines by allocating
weights to selected sector funds based in part on
volatility, a measure of risk. Higher volatility sectors will
have a lower weighting and lower volatility sectors will
have a higher weighting.

*

As defined on page 5 of this Guide.
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Targeted Exposure through Sector Investing
The Power of Focusing
The Index provides opportunities for growth by targeting the best
performing U.S. market sectors.
Sector investing focuses on particular segments of the economy, as
opposed to investing in the broad market. The goal of sector investing is to
give exposure to market segments that may have a better opportunity to
outperform depending on where the economy is in the business cycle.
The Index selects from ten sector funds and one bond fund, allowing for the
flexibility to adapt to a variety of market conditions.

U.S. Market
Sectors

Bond Fund
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Funds

Sector

Currency

Tickers

The Consumer Discretionary Select
Sector SPDR® Fund

Consumer
Discretionary

USD

XLY

The Consumer Staples Select
Sector SPDR® Fund

Consumer
Staples

USD

XLP

The Energy Select Sector SPDR®
Fund

Energy

USD

XLE

The Financial Select Sector
SPDR® Fund

Financial

USD

XLF

The Health Care Select Sector
SPDR® Fund

Health Care

USD

XLV

The Industrial Select Sector SPDR®
Fund

Industrial

USD

XLI

The Utilities Select Sector SPDR®
Fund

Utilities

USD

XLU

The Materials Select Sector SPDR®
Fund

Materials

USD

XLB

The Technology Select Sector
SPDR® Fund

Technology

USD

XLK

iShares® U.S. Real Estate ETF

Real Estate

USD

IYR

USD

BOND

PIMCO Total Return Active Exchange-Traded Fund

The Standard

Dynamic Allocation
Rotate Into What’s Performing Well
The Index utilizes a momentum-based strategy, based on the proposition
that assets with recent positive performance are more likely to continue
such positive trends in the near future. On a monthly basis, The Index aims
to rotate exposure into the five sector funds exhibiting the strongest positive
returns. The monthly process is as follows:

1) Evaluate Performance

Utilities
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Technology

Real Estate

Utilities

Materials

Technology

Real Estate
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Financial
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Energy
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Staples
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Consumer
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One-Month Return

Each month, The Index evaluates each of the ten U.S. market sectors
based on their past month’s return.
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2) Select the Best Performers

Industrial

Health Care

Financial

0.0%

Energy

4.0%
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Staples

8.0%

Consumer
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One-Month Return

The top five U.S. market sectors with the strongest positive performance
will be selected. The bond fund will only be included if there are less than
five sector funds with positive performance.

-4.0%

3) Strategically Weighted Funds
The selected funds are strategically weighted with the goal of managing
risk and providing stable returns. Higher volatility sectors will have a
lower weighting and lower volatility sectors will have a higher weighting.

Sector

Volatility

Weighting

Rationale

Higher Volatility Equity Sectors

Higher volatility sectors are given
less weighting

Lower Volatility Equity Sectors

Lower volatility sectors are given
more weighting
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Risk Management
Target consistent returns using risk management
Stability in an index makes its returns more consistent. While volatile markets
create uncertainty in returns and can impact performance, The Index is
designed to manage risk and, on a hypothetical backtested basis, would
have generated steady returns in various markets.
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J.P. Morgan U.S. Sector Rotator 5 Index (Annuity Series)

Hypothetical chart and graph, for illustrative purposes only, of The Index’s performance versus the S&P 500 from January 2006 to January
2016; actual results will vary for index returns and crediting variables. The Index includes a 0.50% annual index fee associated with the
ongoing maintenance and execution of The Index’s strategy. This fee, deducted daily, is already reflected in the performance and daily closing
price of The Index. The return of The Index is stated as an excess return, calculated as the price return of its constituent funds, with dividends
reinvested, minus the return of the cash constituent, which represents a financing cost and is based on 2-month and 3-month LIBOR (London
Interbank Offering Rate). The financing cost approximates the cost of maintaining a position using borrowed funds. For purposes of this
hypothetical chart and graph, both The Index and the S&P 500 were set equal to 100 at the beginning of the relevant measurement period.

• From 2006-2016, over a ten year period, the S&P 500 averaged a 4.22% annualized return with 20.84% realized
volatility while the J.P. Morgan U.S. Sector Rotator 5 Index (Annuity Series), if in existence, would have averaged a
3.22% annualized return with 4.59% realized volatility.
• From July 1, 2007 to July 1, 2009, at the height of the financial crisis, the S&P 500 was down -38.58% while the
J.P. Morgan U.S. Sector Rotator 5 Index (Annuity Series), if in existence, would have been up 0.42%.

What is Volatility?
Volatility is a measure of the variability of returns. Higher volatility typically indicates more unpredictability for
an investment. The J.P. Morgan U.S. Sector Rotator 5 Index (Annuity Series) is designed to target 5% volatility
by reducing equity exposure during periods of higher volatility and leveraging the portfolio during periods of lower
volatility. As a result of targeting 5% volatility, The Index typically is partially uninvested (in which case The Index
reflects no return for the uninvested portion), and is occasionally invested in 100% or more of the portfolio.
The end result of this strategy is lower volatility and more consistent returns. Looking back 10 years, The Index,
if in existence, would have had significantly lower realized volatility than the S&P 500, resulting in smoother and
more consistent returns.
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The Standard

The J.P. Morgan U.S. Sector Rotator 5 Index (Annuity Series) (“JPMorgan Index”) has been licensed to Standard Insurance Company (“The
Standard”) for its benefit. Neither The Standard nor Strategic Choice Annuity 7 (the “Annuity Product”) is sponsored, operated, endorsed,
sold or promoted by J.P. Morgan Securities LLC (“JPMS”) or any of its affiliates (together and individually, “JPMorgan”). JPMorgan makes no
representation and no warranty, express or implied, to purchasers of the Annuity Product (or any person taking exposure to it) or any member
of the public in any other circumstances (each a “Purchaser”): (a) regarding the advisability of investing in or purchasing securities or other
financial or insurance products generally or in the Annuity Product particularly; or (b) the suitability or appropriateness of an exposure to the
JPMorgan Index in seeking to achieve any particular objective. It is for those taking an exposure to the Annuity Product and/or the JPMorgan
Index to satisfy themselves of these matters and such persons should seek appropriate professional advice before making any investment
or purchasing insurance. JPMorgan is not responsible for and does not have any obligation or liability in connection with the issuance,
administration, marketing or trading of the Annuity Product. The publication of the JPMorgan Index and the referencing of any asset or other
factor of any kind in the JPMorgan Index do not constitute any form of investment recommendation or advice in respect of any such asset or
other factor by JPMorgan and no person should rely upon it as such. JPMorgan does not act as an investment adviser or investment manager
in respect of the JPMorgan Index or the Annuity Product and does not accept any fiduciary duties in relation to the JPMorgan Index, The
Standard, the Annuity Product or any Purchaser.
The JPMorgan Index has been designed and is compiled, calculated, maintained and sponsored by or on behalf of JPMorgan without regard
to The Standard, the Annuity Product or any Purchaser. The ability of The Standard to make use of the JPMorgan Index may be terminated
on short notice and it is the responsibility of The Standard to provide for the consequences of that in the design of the Annuity Product.
JPMorgan does not accept any legal obligation to take the needs of any person who may invest in an Annuity Product into account in
designing, compiling, calculating, maintaining or sponsoring the JPMorgan Index or in any decision to cease doing so.
JPMorgan does not give any representation, warranty or undertaking, of any type (whether express or implied, statutory or otherwise) in
relation to the JPMorgan Index, as to condition, satisfactory quality, performance or fitness for purpose or as to the results to be achieved
by an investment in the Annuity Product or any data included in or omissions from the JPMorgan Index, or the use of the JPMorgan Index in
connection with the Annuity Product or the veracity, currency, completeness or accuracy of the information on which the JPMorgan Index
is based (and without limitation, JPMorgan accepts no liability to any Purchaser for any errors or omissions in that information or the results
of any interruption to it and JPMorgan shall be under no obligation to advise any person of any such error, omission or interruption). To the
extent any such representation, warranty or undertaking could be deemed to have been given by JPMorgan, it is excluded save to the extent
that such exclusion is prohibited by law. To the fullest extent permitted by law, JPMorgan shall have no liability or responsibility to any person
or entity (including, without limitation, to any Purchasers) for any losses, damages, costs, charges, expenses or other liabilities howsoever
arising, including, without limitation, liability for any special, punitive, indirect or consequential damages (including loss of business or loss
of profit, loss of time and loss of goodwill), even if notified of the possibility of the same, arising in connection with the design, compilation,
calculation, maintenance or sponsoring of the JPMorgan Index or in connection with the Annuity Product.
The JPMorgan Index is the exclusive property of JPMorgan. JPMorgan is under no obligation to continue compiling, calculating, maintaining or
sponsoring the JPMorgan Index and may delegate or transfer to a third party some or all of its functions in relation to the JPMorgan Index.
JPMorgan may independently issue or sponsor other indices or products that are similar to and may compete with the JPMorgan Index and
the Annuity Product. JPMorgan may also transact in assets referenced in the JPMorgan Index (or in financial instruments such as derivatives
that reference those assets). It is possible that these activities could have an effect (positive or negative) on the value of the JPMorgan Index
and the Annuity Product.
The Annuity Product is not sponsored, promoted, sold or supported in any other manner by Solactive AG nor does Solactive AG offer any
express or implicit guarantee or assurance either with regard to the results of using the JPMorgan Index and/or index trade mark or the index
level at any time or in any other respect. The index is calculated and published by Solactive AG. Solactive AG uses its best efforts to ensure
that the JPMorgan Index is calculated correctly. Irrespective of its obligations towards JPMorgan, Solactive AG has no obligation to point
out errors in the JPMorgan Index to third parties including but not limited to Purchasers, The Standard and/or financial intermediaries of the
Annuity Product. Neither publication of the JPMorgan Index by Solactive AG nor the licensing of the JPMorgan Index or index trade mark for
the purpose of use in connection with the Annuity Product constitutes a recommendation by Solactive AG to invest capital in said Annuity
Product nor does it in any way represent an assurance or opinion of Solactive AG with regard to any purchase of this Annuity Product.
Each of the above paragraphs is severable. If the contents of any such paragraph is held to be or becomes invalid or unenforceable in any
respect in any jurisdiction, it shall have no effect in that respect, but without prejudice to the remainder of this notice.
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Annuities are intended as long-term savings vehicles. The
Strategic Choice Annuity is a product of Standard Insurance
Company. It may not be available in some states and may
at times be referenced as an equity-indexed annuity. The
annuity is not guaranteed by any bank or credit union and is
not insured by the FDIC or any other governmental agency.
The purchase of an annuity is not a provision or condition
of any bank or credit union activity. Some annuities may go
down in value.
The guarantees of the annuity are based on the financial
strength and claims-paying ability of Standard Insurance
Company. An annuity should not be purchased as a shortterm investment. As an investor you are cautioned to
carefully review an index annuity for its features, costs, risks
and methods of calculating the variables.
“Standard & Poor’s 500” and “S&P 500®” are trademarks of
The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. and have been licensed
for use by Standard Insurance Company. The Product is
not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by Standard
& Poor’s and Standard & Poor’s makes no representation
regarding the advisability of purchasing the Product.
The S&P 500 index does not reflect dividends paid on the
underlying stocks.

The Standard is a marketing name for StanCorp Financial Group, Inc. and
subsidiaries. Insurance products are offered by Standard Insurance
Company of 1100 SW Sixth Avenue, Portland, Oregon, in all states except
New York, where insurance products are offered by The Standard Life
Insurance Company of New York of 360 Hamilton Avenue, Suite 210,
White Plains, New York. Products not available in all states. Product
features vary by state and company, and are solely the responsibility of
each subsidiary. Each company is solely responsible for its own financial
condition. Standard Insurance Company is licensed to solicit insurance
business in all states except New York. The Standard Life Insurance
Company of New York is licensed to solicit insurance business in only the
state of New York.

Standard Insurance Company
1100 SW 6th Avenue
Portland, OR 97204
www.standard.com
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